Tan RS, Kassab G. Right ventricular regional wall curvedness and area strain in patients with repaired tetralogy of Fallot. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 302: H1306 -H1316, 2012. First published December 30, 2011 doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00679.2011.-A quantitative understanding of right ventricular (RV) remodeling in repaired tetralogy of Fallot (rTOF) is crucial for patient management. The objective of this study is to quantify the regional curvatures and area strain based on three-dimensional (3-D) reconstructions of the RV using cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Fourteen (14) rTOF patients and nine (9) normal subjects underwent cardiac MRI scan. 3-D RV endocardial surface models were reconstructed from manually delineated contours and correspondence between end-diastole (ED) and end systole (ES) was determined. Regional curvedness (C) and surface area at ED and ES were calculated as well as the area strain. The RV shape and deformation in rTOF patients differed from normal subjects in several respects. Firstly, the curvedness at ED (mean for 13 segments, 0.030 Ϯ 0.0076 vs. 0.029 Ϯ 0.0065 mm Ϫ1 ; P Ͻ 0.05) and ES (mean for 13 segments, 0.040 Ϯ 0.012 vs. 0.034 Ϯ 0.0072 mm Ϫ1 ; P Ͻ 0.001) was decreased by chronic pulmonary regurgitation. Secondly, the surface area increased significantly at ED (mean for 13 segments, 982 Ϯ 192 vs. 1,397 Ϯ 387 mm 2 ; P Ͻ 0.001) and ES (mean for 13 segments, 576 Ϯ 130 vs. 1,012 Ϯ 302 mm 2 ; P Ͻ 0.001). In particular, rTOF patients had significantly larger surface area than that in normal subjects in the free wall but not for the septal wall. Thirdly, area strain was significantly decreased (mean for 13 segments, 56 Ϯ 6 vs. 34 Ϯ 7%; P Ͻ 0.0001) in rTOF patients. Fourthly, there were increases in surface area at ED (5,726 Ϯ 969 vs. 6,605 Ϯ 1,122 mm 2 ; P Ͻ 0.05) and ES (4,280 Ϯ 758 vs. 5,569 Ϯ 1,112 mm 2 ; P Ͻ 0.01) and decrease in area strain (29 Ϯ 8 vs. 18 Ϯ 8%; P Ͻ 0.001) for RV outflow tract. These findings suggest significant geometric and strain differences between rTOF and normal subjects that may help guide therapeutic treatment. magnetic resonance imaging; curvature; right ventricular remodeling; deformation; three-dimensional reconstruction TETRALOGY OF FALLOT (TOF) is the most common cyanotic congenital heart disease (19). The main features include ventricular septum defect, subpulmonary stenosis, and overriding aorta and right ventricular (RV) hypertrophy. Surgical repair is usually performed in early infancy to widen the passage from the RV to the pulmonary artery and close the ventricular septal defect. This ensures separation of oxygen-rich and oxygenpoor blood flows to the proper chambers. Surgical repair of TOF often involves disruption of pulmonary valve integrity that leads to pulmonary regurgitation (PR; Refs. 8, 37). This in turn causes RV dilation (9, 23) and RV outflow tract (RVOT) aneurysm (2-3, 13, 28 -29). The RV dilation is usually tolerated with little or no symptoms during the first two to three decades of age. If left untreated, however, continued RV dilation may lead to adverse outcomes, including arrhythmias and sudden death (11, 13, 30) . Repeat surgery with pulmonary valve replacement (PVR) may be necessary to preempt RV function deterioration and malignant ventricular arrhythmias (15, 21, 39, 40, 42) . The optimal timing for PVR before irreversible RV functional deterioration, however, is not known (17, 18, 36, 37) .
TETRALOGY OF FALLOT (TOF) is the most common cyanotic congenital heart disease (19) . The main features include ventricular septum defect, subpulmonary stenosis, and overriding aorta and right ventricular (RV) hypertrophy. Surgical repair is usually performed in early infancy to widen the passage from the RV to the pulmonary artery and close the ventricular septal defect. This ensures separation of oxygen-rich and oxygenpoor blood flows to the proper chambers. Surgical repair of TOF often involves disruption of pulmonary valve integrity that leads to pulmonary regurgitation (PR; Refs. 8, 37 ). This in turn causes RV dilation (9, 23) and RV outflow tract (RVOT) aneurysm (2-3, 13, 28 -29) . The RV dilation is usually tolerated with little or no symptoms during the first two to three decades of age. If left untreated, however, continued RV dilation may lead to adverse outcomes, including arrhythmias and sudden death (11, 13, 30) . Repeat surgery with pulmonary valve replacement (PVR) may be necessary to preempt RV function deterioration and malignant ventricular arrhythmias (15, 21, 39, 40, 42) . The optimal timing for PVR before irreversible RV functional deterioration, however, is not known (17, 18, 36, 37) .
In contrast to the left ventricle (LV), RV anatomy is much more complex and can vary tremendously in repaired TOF (rTOF) patients. Few works have quantified the anatomical alterations and evolutions of the RV in rTOF. Currently, quantitative measures of RV remodeling are typically global RV volumes and ejection fraction (EF). In rTOF patients, surveillance echocardiography to detect the presence of PR is obligatory (22) . If significant PR is found, cardiac MRI is performed to quantify PR severity and RV function (20) . Many studies have shown that MRI is the best and most comprehensive approach to quantify the three dimensional (3-D) ventricular geometry and function (4, 25, (47) (48) , compared with echocardiography (16, 41) , ventriculography (14, 46) , angiography (33) , and indicator-dilution methods (10) . In patients with demonstrable severe PR and borderline RV function, serial MRI assessment becomes mandatory for timing of pulmonary valve replacement (PVR; Ref. 17) . Traditional RV measures (volume and EF), however, do not provide a comprehensive quantitative description of the remodeling process (i.e., regional shape and deformation).
In this study, we aim to assess the following: 1) regional variations of the 3-D RV shape in terms of surface curvedness, 2) regional variations of deformation in terms of area strain, 3) regional septum shape and deformation to characterize the LV-RV interaction, and 4) RVOT shape and deformation of rTOF patients compared with normal subjects.
METHODS

Subjects.
The study consisted of 9 normal subjects and 14 rTOF patients. All subjects underwent diagnostic MRI scans. None of the normal subjects had the following: 1) significant valvular or congenital cardiac disease, 2) history of myocardial infarction, 3) coronary artery lesions, or 4) abnormal LV pressure, end-diastolic (ED) volume, or EF. All subjects were recruited without consideration of gender or ethnicity and gave informed consent. The study protocol was approved by the SingHealth Centralised Institutional Review Board.
MRI scans. MRI scanning was performed using steady-state free precession cine gradient echo sequences. Subjects were imaged on a 1.5T Siemens scanner (Avanto, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen). Some preliminary short-axis acquisitions were used to locate the plane passing through the mitral and aortic valves. The following planes (ventricular 2-chamber, 4-chamber, and short-axis planes with 12-14 equidistant slices covering both ventricles) were acquired. The field of view was typically 320 mm with in-plane spatial resolution of Ͻ1.5 mm. Each slice was acquired in a single breath hold, with 25 temporal phases per heart cycle. Figure 1 depicts the MR short-and long-axis images, during ED and end-systolic (ES) phases. The entire image acquisition duration averaged 30 min. The short-and long-axes views (or planes) derived from the MRI were utilized to carry out 3-D RV reconstruction (at ED and ES) using a customized software. The method of RV geometry reconstruction is detailed in Data processing and RV geometry reconstruction. A trueFISP cine was acquired in an oblique sagittal plane aligned with the RVOT before velocity mapping and short-axis cine acquisitions. Flow measurements were performed in the proximal main pulmonary artery with a retrospectively gated velocity-encoded cine MR pulse sequence. Regurgitant fraction was measured as diastolic reversed flow expressed as a percentage of Fig. 1 . Sample segmented trueFISP two-dimensional cine MR images of short-axis (A) slices acquired at the base, middle, and apex (from top to bottom, respectively) and long axis (B) of the heart. End-diastolic (ED) and endsystolic (ES) phases are at left and right, respectively. forward flow. RVOT cines in the sagittal and short-axis cine images of the RV were assessed for akinesia or dyskinesia.
Data processing and RV geometry reconstruction. The methods of MRI data processing for LV have been developed and used in previous studies (35, 44, 47, 48) . Briefly, the MRI data were processed using a semi-automatic technique provided in the CMRtools suite (Cardiovascular Solutions). Short-and long-axis images were displayed simultaneously such that segmentation in the two planes proceeded interactively to reduce registration errors. For each phase, every control point on the endocardium was constrained to lie on the intersection of the short-and long-axis views. The construction of long-axis planes (orthogonal to the short-axis planes oriented at regular angular intervals) enabled the fitting of a series of B-spline curves to represent the contours of the endocardial surface. This allowed the addition or manipulation of control points to obtain the desired boundary locations. The papillary muscles and trabeculae were included in the chamber volume to obtain smooth endocardial contours suitable for shape analysis. The 3-D reconstructions of a typical rTOF and normal RV during ED and ES phases are shown in Fig. 2 . From the reconstructed RV, the chamber volume, stroke volume and EF were determined.
3-D surface shape descriptors. An in-house software was used to reconstruct the RV endocardial meshes at ED and ES as well as to calculate the surface shape descriptors, expressed in terms of local normal curvature and curvedness (35, 44, 47, 48) . To evaluate the shape at a particular point on the mesh, a local surface geometry was fitted to the region and the normal curvature was then calculated as (6, 12) :
where ϭ dv/du such that u and v are geometric parameters and {E, F, G} and {L, M, N} are components of the first and second fundamental forms, respectively. The extreme values 1 and 2 of () are the maximum and minimum principal curvatures, respectively, and they are obtained from the roots of the equation (6, 12) :
The corresponding directions of 1 and 2 are the principal directions and are orthogonal to each other. Figure 2 presents typical principal curvature on the endocardial wall of the RV in rTOF and normal heart. The arrowheads represent the directions of the principal curvature on the surface of the endocardium. The shape descriptor is characterized by the curvedness value (C) and is defined as (24) :
The value of C indicates the magnitude of the curvedness at a point, which is a measure of how much a region deviates from flatness. Area strain. Strain is a dimensionless quantity that represents the change in dimension of a structure from rest to a deformed state following the application of a stress (force/area; Ref. 27 ). Conventional strain analysis (i.e., radial, circumferential, and longitudinal strain) has been limited by two-dimensional (2-D) MRI and echocardiography. Area strain (AS) based on 3-D approach has been recently introduced for the LV (31) . Basically, area strain reflects deformation of the endocardial surface during contraction and relaxation and can be regarded as a parameter that integrates the regional consequence of deformation in longitudinal, circumferential, and radial directions. The change in ln(SA) or d(SA)/SA expresses a relative change in area (incremental area strain). The instantaneous area strain is given by the following equation:
where SA0 is the surface area corresponding to a state of zero stress. While definition of SA0 is required to obtain the complete strain variation, it is not required in the analysis of total area strain from ED to ES, as given by
The steps of the computation of area strain are summarized in APPENDIX A.
To determine regional RV properties of curvedness, surface area, and area strain, the RV was divided into a 13-segment model from apex to base ( Fig. 3) and RV outlet and inlet as detailed in APPENDIX B. The RVOT was considered to extend from the distal border of the middle level to the attachments of the leaflets of the pulmonary valve (segments 1, 2, 5 and 14) . The RV inflow tract (RVIT) was deemed to extend from the atrioventricular junction to the distal border of the middle level (segments 3, 4, and 15). The average values of all parameters (i.e., curvedness, surface area, and area strain) for each region were computed.
Statistical analysis. Continuous variables were expressed as means Ϯ SD. An unpaired t-test was used to compare the difference between variables of rTOF patients and normal subjects. Statistical significance for comparison of regional RV curvedness, surface area, and area strain was determined using ANOVA analysis. The difference in regional parameters between rTOF and normal subjects was determined using a two-tailed unpaired t-test. Univariate correlation was performed between LV and RV volume and function, between RV regional area strain and curvedness using Spearman's correlation coefficient. For all tests, P Ͻ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed with a commercially available software (SPSS version 17.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL).
RESULTS
PR and RVOT aneurysm and akinesia in rTOF patients.
The age of patients at TOF repair ranged from 1 to 32 yr old (mean: 11.5 Ϯ 10.3 yr). The PR fraction ranged from 14% to 63% (39 Ϯ 14%); 57.1% (8/14) of patients had either RVOT aneurysm or akinesia.
Global LV and RV volume and function. The hemodynamic and volumetric parameters of the subjects are summarized in Table 1 . The rTOF patients had comparable age, gender and body surface area and diastolic and systolic blood pressure (all P Ͼ 0.05) compared with normal subjects. The rTOF patients had comparable LVED volume and mass, but significantly lower LVEF compared with normal subjects. The rTOF patients had significantly higher RVED and ES volumes and lower RVEF (all P Ͻ 0.001). The rTOF patients had severe pulmonary regurgitation (39 Ϯ 14%).
Variation of RV curvedness and area strain from base to apex in normal. The calculated RV regional curvedness at ED and ES in normal and rTOF are summarized in Table 2 . In general, normal hearts demonstrated the following regional differences: curvedness is highest at the apex, compared with the basal and middle levels (P Ͻ 0.0001, ANOVA; Fig. 4 , C and D). The free wall had larger curvedness than the septal wall (C ED : 0.031 Ϯ 0.010 vs. 0.030 Ϯ 0.0087 mm Ϫ1 , P ϭ 0.31; C ES : 0.043 Ϯ 0.016 vs. 0.036 Ϯ 0.011 mm Ϫ1 ; P ϭ 0.01; Fig. 4 , E and F). The RVOT had smaller curvedness than the RVIT but was not statistically significant (Fig. 4, G and H) .
The regional surface area at ED and ES and area strain in normal and rTOF are summarized in Table 3 ; both P Ͻ 0.0001; Fig. 5 , E and 6F). Area strain was not significantly different, however, among the 13 segments and between free wall and septal wall (all P Ͼ 0.05; Fig. 6, A and C) . This suggests that the normal hearts exhibit uniform deformation throughout the RV. The average global area strain was 56 Ϯ 6%.
Comparison of RV curvedness, surface area and area strain in rTOF and normal. In rTOF, the RV curvedness was highest at the apex (Fig. 4, A and B) . Compared with normal, rTOF had lower value of curvedness at ED and ES at the free wall (P Ͻ 0.05) but, surprisingly, had nonsignificantly higher value of curvedness in the septal wall (P Ͼ 0.05; Fig. 4, E and F) . This suggests that the ventricular septum may be affected by LV and RV interaction in rTOF.
In rTOF, the surface area was highest at apex (P Ͻ 0.05 ANOVA), which suggests a broadening apex (Fig. 5, C and D) . Table 2 . RV regional curvedness analysis in normal and rTOF This may be an indication that the apex was the first region with dilation in rTOF. Compared with normal, rTOF had larger regional surface area at both free wall and septal wall at ED and ES (Fig. 5, E and F) . More importantly, differences in regional surface area were more pronounced at the apex level and free wall. In rTOF, area strain was lowest at the basal level (in particular, at the basal free wall; P Ͻ 0.05 ANOVA). Compared with the free wall and septal wall, the free wall deformation was lower than in the septal wall, but not significantly.
Compared with normal subjects, rTOF patients had lower area strain at all regions (Fig. 6, A-D) . The impairment of RV strain was more at the basal level than at the mid and apex levels (Fig. 6B) . This may be due to the impairment of RVOT, i.e., early surgical repair of TOF impaired the RV outflow tract muscle (2) .
Comparison of RVOT curvedness, surface area, and area strain in rTOF and normal. rTOF had larger values of curvedness at ED and ES for RVOT (Fig. 4, G and H) but not significantly. Similarly, rTOF had higher values of surface area at ED and ES (Fig. 5, G and H) and significantly impaired area strain (18 Ϯ 8 vs. 29 Ϯ 8%; P Ͻ 0.0001; Fig. 6D ).
LV and RV interactions in rTOF and normal hearts. There were significant statistical interactions between LV and RV. Firstly, there was significant correlation between LV and RVED volume index (r ϭ 0.55, P Ͻ 0.01) and EF (r ϭ 0.72, P Ͻ 0.0001), which implies ventricular interdependence. Secondly, regional RV strain was correlated with curvedness (for C ED , r ϭ 0.12, P Ͻ 0.05; for C ES , r ϭ 0.22, P Ͻ 0.001), which suggests less curved RV geometry impaired RV regional deformation.
DISCUSSION
The major findings of this study are that the RV of rTOF patients undergoes significant changes in shape and area strain; i.e., broadens at the free wall, larger apex, and impaired basal and RVOT deformation. To our knowledge, the present study is the first 3-D shape and area strain analysis of the entire RV (i.e., including RVOT and RVIT). This approach yields new insights into the geometry and function of the 3-D RV, which are unattainable from 2-D analysis or simplified geometrical modeling.
Curvedness and area strain in normal hearts. The radius of curvature of the RV is usually estimated from the short-and long-axis diameters (2-D analysis). These parameters, however, do not necessarily represent the radii of curvature at a particular point, especially when local pathology is present (38, 47) . In this study, we compared the difference in RV curvedness among 13 segments, 3 levels, and between the free wall and septal wall from patient-specific reconstruction of 3-D RV model. The curvedness at ED and ES tends to vary from base to apex, with the biggest value at the apex, which suggests inhomogeneous shape distribution (Fig. 4, A-D) . The area strain is fairly uniform from the base to apex (P Ͼ 0.05, ANOVA) and between the free wall and septal wall (P Ͼ 0.05, t-test; Fig. 6 , B and C), which suggests uniformity of RV deformation in normal hearts.
rTOF. RV remodeling in rTOF due to chronic pulmonary regurgitation and ventricular fibrosis is a multistep process, which has been investigated in numerous studies (17) . Indeed, RV dilation from PR has previously been considered benign in the 1970s and 1980s (22) . Recent studies (11, 13, 30) have found that continued RV volume load is associated with an accelerated rate of progressive symptoms, however, and incomplete functional recovery of RV systolic and diastolic functions if left untreated. In rTOF, relief of RVOT obstruction typically involves incision of the infundibular free wall, resection of obstructive muscle bundles, disruption of the pulmonary valve with partial or complete excision, and placement of an outflow patch. This often extends across the plane of the pulmonary valve into the main pulmonary artery. These procedures often lead to akinesis or dyskinesis of the RVOT and fibrosis of the RV free wall in the long term, as documented by a study (2) conducted using late gadolinium enhancement cardiac MRI. Geometrically, the increase of RV volume results in a corresponding decrease of local curvedness, in particular at the free wall, as observed in our present study. These findings agree with the observations of Sheehan et al. (34) . Also, there was pronounced broadening at the apex of the RV, as evidenced by the measured surface area, which is a well-known sign of RV overload in angiographic, echocardiographic and MRI observation of an "apex forming RV" (34, 43, 45) . The phenomenon of increased RV dilatation at the apex could be due to the additional circumferential fibers acting like a girdle to confine dilation to the apical region (32) . Not only did the free wall enlarge, but so did the interventricular septum (Fig. 6, E and  F) , albeit to a smaller extent. This localized dilation may be attributed to the relative thinness of the myocardium in that location compared with the rest of the free wall (1) .
The changes in RV shape are accompanied by a decrease of RV function (e.g., lower RVEF and area strain). In the present study, we observed that area strain decreases more in the basal and RVOT regions, which may be due to more RVOT dyskinesis in rTOF. Nonetheless, regional differences were also observed in other segments (Fig. 6A) , including mid and apex levels, free wall, and septum wall. This apparently complex pattern may be related to inhomogeneity of myocardial fibrosis in these patients, as documented by late gadolinium enhancement cardiac MRI (2) . Since RV dilation results in regional inhomogeneity of shape and regional deformation may vary between different zones of RV, the effects of RV dilation should be examined regionally.
Regional RV curvature. The importance of shape characteristics of ventricular chambers has been appreciated for many years. Previous works, however, had been either of a qualitative nature or based on assumptions regarding ideal geometry of the ventricle. Our 3-D geometrical methodology uses an analytical approach to extract local differential properties and curvature information by means of local surface fitting (35, 44, 47, 48) . This approach was proven to be robust and produces accurate results, as shown by Garimella and Swartz (12) and Cazals and Pouget (6). Our approach is also quantitative in providing specific regional information, which can be extended to the characterization of 3-D RV, as demonstrated in the present study. The common shape-related differential properties of surfaces are the Gaussian curvature (K ϭ 1 2 ) and the mean curvature [H ϭ ( 1 ϩ 2 )/2; Ref. 47] . The Gaussian curvature is considered to be the most widely used index of surface shape, and it depends only on the intrinsic geometry of the surface albeit it does not describe the extent of surface bending. Koenderink and van Doom (24) have also shown that K is not very indicative of the local shape and have introduced a more significant measure of local shape known as curvedness (C). The curvedness value describes the magnitude of the curvature at a surface point. Since we are interested in the magnitude or extent of curvature locally, we chose parameter C as the curvature metric for analyzing RV regional shape. Our results show that the RV in a TOF patient has significantly lower surface curvedness compared with a normal RV from basal to apical levels. This is explicitly demonstrated by the lower systolic function (i.e., RVEF and area strain).
Regional RV area strain. The rationale for using area strain [i.e., ln(SA ES /SA ED )] to quantify RV deformation is as follows: 1) since area is the product of length and width, area strain can be regarded as a parameter that integrates the regional consequences of deformation in longitudinal, circumferential, and radial dimensions; and 2) several definitions have been employed like Lagrangian strain and natural strain (27) . Lagrangian strain is defined as (SA-SA 0 )/SA 0 , where SA is the instantaneous area and SA 0 is the area corresponding to a state of zero stress. Natural strain is defined as ln(SA/SA 0 ). If the strains are small, natural strain, and Lagrangian strain are approximately equal. For large deformations (as may occur during the ejection phase of the cardiac cycle), however, the difference between natural and Lagrangian strain is significant and the natural strain definition is preferred (27) . Since surface area at zerostress state is practically difficult to measure, SA 0 is generally replaced by a preload area. Here, we measured the total strain during ejection phase, given by ln(SA ES /SA ED ), so that SA 0 can be omitted. The 3-D area strain may provide more accurate endocardial information because 3-D area strain coupled with both 3-D longitudinal and circumferential directions is considered to be most sensitive to changes in myocardial function (26, 31) .
Limitations of study. This cohort does not represent the entire spectrum of patients with rTOF, at least in part due to lack of patients with mild PR. Due to clinical constraints, only patients with moderate to severe longstanding PR are generally recommended for MR scan. Furthermore, the small number of subjects in this study does not allow a range of evaluation of these changes over a period of time postoperatively and over a wider range of RV volume overload. Until now, the MR velocity mapping is the only imaging technique that provides practical quantification of PR volume and multisection gradi- ent-echo cine MRI is used to obtain accurate measurements of biventricular size, EF, and wall mass to quantify RV function. The present study goes one step further: to present a new method for 3-D shape and area strain analysis of the entire RV and provide new insights into the geometry and function of the RV. In addition to the well-known ED volume, this novel MRI-based approach describes the decrease in wall surface curvedness and area strain, which may demonstrate RV remodeling and may help to aid optimal timing for RV repair.
The evaluation of the surface curvature depends on factors such as image resolution and the surface reconstruction process (47) . The spacing between short-axis image slices for cardiac MRI in clinical practice is typically ϳ5-10 mm. Therefore, a considerable amount of interpolation between image slices has been used, and this may affect the accuracy of the curvature evaluation. The accuracy of the surface curvature also depends on the mesh quality and sampling density of the RV models, since the geometrical properties of each surface point are computed using additional information from the neighboring vertices. Due to the resolution of MRI and a more intricate shape of the apical region, segmentation of RV contours is often more difficult in the apical region than in the mid and basal regions. This may affect the evaluation of the regional curvedness at the apical region, especially at end systole. There are several parameters developed to quantify regional myocardial function, such as circumferential or radial strain. Indeed, traditional techniques of regional ventricular function parameters (i.e., regional circumferential or radial strain) depend on assumptions about the coordinates, reference, and uniformity of ventricular contraction. The present method of area strain was developed to allow quantification of regional deformation and is independent of these assumptions. Furthermore, circum- Fig. A2 . Area strain mapping in 15 segments of RV in a rTOF and a normal heart. Color coding of the magnitude of area deformation is more uniform in the normal than that in rTOF. Value of area strain is lower in rTOF. Fig. B1 . Schematic drawing of RV segmentation. Two sets of intersecting contours were traced to mark the anterior and inferior intersection points at each RV contour. These intersection points line up to form two boundaries on the RV mesh separating 2 walls: the septal wall and the free wall. Fig. B2 . Segments of the RV. The 3 longitudinal levels were termed basal, mid, and apical. In the basal and mid levels, the horizontal regions were termed anterior, lateral, and inferior for free wall, and inferior and anterior for septal wall based on the 2:3 ratio of circumference. In the apical level, the horizontal regions were termed anterior and inferior for the free wall and septal (for the septal wall based on 1:2 ratio of circumference). RV outlet (segment 14) component was deemed to extend from the distal border of basal section to the attachments of the leaflets of the pulmonary valve. RV inlet (segment 15) was deemed to extend from the atrioventricular junction to the distal border of basal section.
ferential and radial strains are also affected by axis rotation during the cardiac cycle. The comparison of these strains with area strain remains a task for the future.
Summary and conclusions. A new MRI-based approach was introduced for assessing the RV shape using curvedness and deformation (i.e., area strain). In rTOF patients, a decrease of ED and ES curvedness and area strain was observed, compared with normal subjects. This decrease in wall surface curvature and area strain may be an important prognostic marker of RV remodeling.
APPENDIX A: COMPUTATION OF AREA STRAIN USING 3-D ANALYSIS
Area strain, based on 3-D wall motion tracking, was recently introduced for use in clinical (31) studies. Here, we extend this concept to determine area strain of the RV using a 3-D approach. To calculate the area strain experienced by a particular region of the RV, it is necessary to collect the vertices that lie within this region of the RV surface meshes at both ED and ES. These vertices are determined by following the procedure specified in APPENDIX B. The regional surface area is then derived from the sum of Voronoi areas subtended by all the vertices in this region. In Fig. A1 , the Voronoi area subtended by vertex p is the area in gray, which is the area around point p bounded by perpendicular lines that bisect the edges corresponding to the point p (5). In Fig. A2 , area strain mapping in 15 segments of RV in a rTOF and a normal heart is shown.
APPENDIX B: RV NOMENCLATURE AND SEGMENTATION
RV nomenclature. We classified the RV surface into 15 regions, comprising 5 horizontal segments each on the basal and mid levels, 3 horizontal segments on the apical level, and RV outlet (segment 14) and RV inlet (segment 15) as depicted in Fig. 3 . Note that the resolution of the partitions at the septal wall is consistent with the standardized LV nomenclature (7) . The classification is defined empirically based on an approximated ratio of horizontal circumference of the septal to the lateral walls (i.e., 2:3 for the basal and mid levels and 1:2 for the apical level). The anterior intersection point of the LV epicardial border and the RV septal wall at the basal layer marks the start of region 1 of the RV. As a result, the RV segments are named as follows (see Fig. 3 ): 1) basal anterior, 2) basal lateral, 3) basal inferior, 4) basal inferoseptal, 5) basal anteroseptal, 6) midanterior, 7) midlateral, 8) midinferior, 9) midinferoseptal, 10) midanteroseptal, 11) apical anterior, 12) apical inferior, 13) apical septal, 14) RV outlet, and 15) RV inlet.
RV segmentation. The RV surface is reconstructed from contours that are manually segmented from MRI scans. To obtain the RV contours, we used two sets of intersecting contours to mark the anterior and inferior intersection points at each RV contour (see Figs. B1 and B2 ). These intersection points line up to form two boundaries on the RV mesh separating the septal wall and the free wall (see Fig. B3 ).
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